
 

This is a study of the Rs720C driver for Redsail cutting plotters. This driver is used on all Redsail cutting plotters and we will see some example plots that it produces. You may also want to check out our blog post about our New Cutting Plotter: Rs1080: https://www.redsailusa. com/blog/redsail-cutting-plotter-rs1080/ Here’s a video of the Rs1080 driver:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=om0mIgLq6js Here’s a picture of an example cutting plot generated by the Rs720C driver, from the top it looks very similar to the Rs1080 above.

This is an enlarged version of one section of that figure showing all the lines and curves, as well as the color pattern. Here is the list of all the lines and curves in that example plot, just to give you an idea of what data is used to generate the plot. Note that the coordinate system here is different than in our previous blog post, so these coordinates are relative to the top X axis. The values listed at top right
are used for this coordinate system, so if you match up these Y values with Y values near zero on our previous post, you can see how they relate.

The data for this plot was sent as a compressed bytestream from a CNC machine controller via SPI to an embedded CNC device as described on our blog post: https://www.redsailusa. com/blog/ssi-spi-cnc-controller/ And then the data was displayed on a Redsail cutting plotter as described here: https://www.redsailusa.com/blog/rvs720c-driver-for-cnc-machinecontrollers The data used to create the
image above was displayed and overlaid to show an example of how it's all put together, just to give you an idea of how complex it can be.

These three plots were generated by the Rs720C driver using just two 4x4 strips of wood. This shows how powerful this driver is, and demonstrates its capabilities.

The measurement data for these plots were generated automatically by our laser engine. The laser engine generated the following commands to the driver, which generated these plots. There are two really important things here to notice, first is that this image contains all the commands needed to create the laser output, including all color changes and positioning/distances/angles etc... And second is
that there are special codes or commands in this stream that tell the driver where to stop drawing. Redsail Cutting Plotter Rs720C Driver
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